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Abstract 

In this work, we compare simulation of the 

precipitating flux for different solar wind dynamic 

pressure with MAVEN observations. In particular, 

we focus on the fluxes of precipitating ion towards 

Mars' atmosphere as seen by MAVEN/SWIA (cs 

product), an energy and angular ion spectrometer [1]. 

We also use LatHyS, which is a  3D multispecies 

parallelized hybrid model that describes the 

formation of Mars electromagnetic environment 

induced by its interaction with the solar wind [2]. 

 

1. Introduction 

Although atmospheric sputtering is a minor 

component of atmospheric escape today, it is thought 

to have been much more important four billion years 

ago [3].  Heavy ion precipitation is the primary driver 

of atmospheric sputtering. At the present epoch, the 

efficiency of Mars' atmospheric sputtering by 

precipitating heavy ions to induce atmospheric 

escape is expected to be small compared to other 

mechanisms of atmospheric erosion.  However, since 

the main driver of sputtering is ion precipitation, it is 

crucial to constrain the dependence of the 

precipitating ion flux on present solar wind 

conditions, before any extrapolation to past solar 

conditions. By comparing simulation results and 

MAVEN observations, we here investigate the 

mechanisms controlling the precipitation when the 

solar wind dynamic pressure change.  

We will present how the precipitating ion flux, 

measured by MAVEN/SWIA, is influenced by the 

solar wind dynamic pressure and will analyze  these 

observations by comparison with simulation results. 

 

 

2. Observations and simulations 

results 

We define two periods of different solar wind 

dynamic pressure from the set of MAVEN 

observations of the precipitating flux and simulate 

Mars’ interaction with the solar wind for the average 

values of the solar parameters (Extreme Ultraviolet 

irradiance, Interplanetary magnetic field, solar wind 

density, solar wind speed...) for both periods. We 

then reconstruct map of the precipitating heavy ion 

flux at 250km in altitude and the simulated 

precipitating flux along each MAVEN trajectory 

used in our analysis. 

3. Summary  

Comparing MAVEN observations with models 

improves our understanding of the parameters that 

control the precipitating ion flux. By defining two 

periods, characterized by different solar wind 

dynamic pressure and modelling them, we present 

the comparison between models and observations. 
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